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5  STRESS IN POLYSYLLABIC WORDS 
 
English word stress does not always fall on the same syllable and the location of stress is 
determined by a set of many complex rules. Therefore predicting where the stress of a 
polysyllabic word falls is not simple. However, sometimes we can predict stress placement if 
we consider factors such as the number of syllables in a word, the grammatical category of a 
word (i.e. is it a noun, verb or adjective, etc.), or whether it is a simple word or a complex 
word containing a suffix. 
 
 
STRESS IN TWO-SYLLABLE WORDS 
 
As a very rough guide: the majority of two-syllable nouns have stress on the first syllable, for 
example 'brother or 'courage. However, many two-syllable verbs have stress on the second 
syllable, such as re'peat or be'lieve. Note: There are a fair number of exceptions to this 
simplified rule, amongst others verbs ending in -y ('vary), in -er ('enter) or -en ('listen). 
 
 
Exercise 5.1 Two-syllable words I 
Read the following series of words out loud. Then indicate the placement of primary stress and 
circle the word with a different stress pattern from the others. 
 
Note: The word with a different stress pattern is underlined !! 
 
1. 'grammar  'garden   gui'tar   'gangster 

2. 'cater  pre'fer   'differ   'suffer 

3. com'pare  co'llect   co'rrect  'copy 

4. 'money  ma'chine  'message  'mountain 

5. re'fuse  re'move  re'ceive  'reckon 

6. 'effort  e'vent   'convent   'infant 

7. ex'cite  ex'plode  'expert   ex'change 

8. re'ly   'marry   'bury   'carry 
 
 
Exercise 5.2 Two-syllable words II 
Transcribe the following 2-syllable words, mark the stressed syllable and make the necessary 
reductions in the unstressed syllable. 
 
1. carry /'kæri/    6. village /'vɪlɪʤ/ 

2. begin /bɪ'gɪn/    7. presence /'prezns/ 

3. offend /ǝ'fend/    8. shoulder /'ʃǝʊldǝ/ 

4. suppose /sǝ'pǝʊz/    9. success /sǝk'ses/ 

5. happen /'hæpn/    10. effort /'efǝt/ 



Exercise 5.3 Stress-alternating pairs I 

Pronounce the following words. Do you encounter any problems? Can you explain what they 
are? 
 
1.  increase  2. contest  3. survey  4. frequent 
 
Note: These words can be stressed on either the first or the second syllable depending 
whether they are used as a verb (stress on the second syllable) or used as a noun or an 
adjective (stress on the first syllable): 
to in'crease, to con'test, to sur'vey, to fre'quent 
BUT:  
an 'increase, a 'contest, a 'survey,  'frequent 
 
 
Exercise 5.4 Stress-alternating pairs II 
Indicate the stress in the words below and give their transcription. Note: the vowel is usually 
reduced in the unstressed syllable of the verbs, but not in the unstressed syllable of nouns and 
adjectives (for a list of stress-alternating pairs, see Appendix IV.A). 
 
1. 'rebel (noun) /'rebl/   4.  'record (noun) /'rekɔːd/ 

 re'bel (verb) /rɪ'bel/    re'cord (verb) /rɪ'kɔːd/ 

2. 'convict (noun) /'kɒnvɪkt/  5. 'protest (noun) /'prəʊtest/ 

 con'vict (verb) /kən'vɪkt/   pro'test (verb) /prə'test/ 

3. 'object (noun) /'ɒbʤekt/  6. 'present (adjective) /'preznt/ 

 ob'ject (verb) /əb'ʤekt/   pre'sent (verb) /prɪ'zent/ 

 
 
THE ROLE OF SUFFIXES 
 
The influence of suffixes (or endings) on the stressing of English words is particularly 
important and many stress rules involve counting the number and type of syllables working 
backwards from the end of the word. Some suffixes leave the stress in the underlying word 
unaffected. Other suffixes, however, are stress-imposing and cause the stress to always fall on 
a specific syllable of the word. 
 
Exercise 5.5 Neutral suffixes 
If we add a neutral suffix to a word, the stress stays on the same syllable as in the original 
word, for example: 'govern  'government. Here is a list of suffixes which do not change 
stress placement (cf. Appendix IV.B / brochure p.65): 
 
a) all verbal inflections: -S, -ED, -ING 
b) most suffixes beginning with a consonant, e.g.:  -DOM, -FUL, -HOOD, -LESS, -LY,  
        -MENT, -NESS, -SHIP, -WISE 
c) the substantival suffixes: -ER, -OR, -ISM 
d) the adjectival suffixes: -ISH, -Y 



 
Indicate the stress in the following words. Then add a neutral suffix to each of them and 
indicate the stress in the derived word. Make sure that the word exists and use a dictionary if 
necessary. 
 
1. for'getFUL     7. 'fiftyISH 

2. 'rapidLY     8. 'pocketFUL 

3. 'kingDOM     9. de'tachMENT 

4. 'parentHOOD    10. 'thoroughLY 

5. con'trollER     11. 'capitalISM 

6. 'clockWISE     12. a'wareNESS 
 
 
Exercise 5.6 Stress on the final syllable 
Some suffixes carry the stress of the word themselves, i.e. the primary stress falls on the last 
syllable of the word. The most common ones are (cf. Appendix IV.C / brochure p.65): 
a) suffixes containing a sequence of identical vowels:  -EE, -EER, OO, -OON 
b) some suffixes being originally imported from French:  -ADE, -AIRE, -ELLE, -ESQUE,  

-ETTE 
c) the adjectival suffix: -ESE 
 
Read the following words out loud. Indicate the syllable, which carries the stress and mark 
exceptions (EXC.). Remember to ignore neutral suffixes when assigning stress placement.  
 
Note: Neutral suffixes are underlined.  
 
1. Vietna'mese  6. 'marmalade EXC  11. absen'teeism 

2. gro'tesque   7. ca'ssettes   12. fa'cade 

3. disa'greement  8. car'toon   13. millio'naire 

4. co'mmittee EXC  9. per'suaded   14. 'omelette EXC 

5. sham'poo   10. aqua'relle   15. engi'neering 

        

 
STRESS-SHIFT 
 
As we saw in the 1st semester, the alternation of strong (stressed) and weak (unstressed) 
syllables is essential to the rhythm of English. As a result, when two fully stressed syllables 
are too close together, the first one is moved to the left to produce a more acceptable rhythmic 
pattern. Compare the sentences. 
I am thir'teen and I am 'thirteen 'years 'old 
This movement to the left of a stress is called STRESS-SHIFT and is often applied to words 
with final stress. 



 
Exercise 5.7 Stress-Shift 
Read the following phrases. Indicate the place of stress in the words in italics, and identify and 
explain any cases of stress-shift. 
 
1. The village was very pictu'resque. 

2. I think he bought a 'Japanese camera. 

3. She was sitting on a 'bamboo chair. 

4. She says she can speak Chi'nese. 

5. This book has 'twenty-two pages in colour. 

 

In sentences 2), 3) and 5) stress-shift applies.  When in utterance-final position the 
words Japanese, bamboo and twenty-two are stressed on the final syllable (I speak 
Japa'nese; the chair is made of bam'boo; he is twenty'two).  However, here the words 
are followed by another word with initial primary stress ('camera, 'chair, 'pages).  In 
order to avoid stress on adjacent syllables for rhythmical reasons, the stress on the first 
word is moved to the left ('Japanese 'camera, 'bamboo 'chair, 'twenty-two 'pages). 
 

 

Exercise 5.8 Active Suffixes I 
Here is a list of suffixes:  -EOUS   -IAL   -IAN   -ION   -UAL 
a) Combine each of the following words with one of these suffixes and mark the primary 
stress of the new word (you may need to change or add letters). Use a dictionary to help you if 
necessary.  
 
1. 'grammar => gra'mmarian 4. 'commerce => co'mmercial 7. 'use => 'usual 

2. 'intellect => inte'llectual 5. de'cide => de'cision  8. 'decorate => deco'ration 

3.  in'form => infor'mation 6. 'courage => cou'rageous 9. 'outrage => out'rageous 

 
b) Which regularity do you observe concerning the stress pattern in the new words? 
 
When one of the above suffixes is added to the existing word, the primary stress in the 
new word falls on the syllable immediately preceding the suffix. 
 



 
THE EXTENDED “-ION” RULE 
 
The examples in 5.8 above belong to a whole family of suffixes which all behave according to 
the same stress rule. Schematically, the rule can be represented as follows: 
 <i> 
 STRESS  + <e> + V + (Vn) + (Cn) + (e) 
 <u> 
In other words, in the case of suffixes composed of one of the orthographic vowels <e>, <i> or 
<u>, followed by one or more vowels, followed by zero or more consonants, the stress will be 
placed on the SYLLABLE PRECEDING THE SUFFIX. Thus, depending upon whether the 
suffix in question is pronounced as one or two syllables, the stress can either fall on the 
penultimate (2nd last) syllable, as in infor'mation, or on the antepenultimate syllable (3rd one 
from the end), as in  e'vacuate. Examples are (cf. Appendix IV.D / brochure p.66): 
a) suffixes beginning with <i> + V + ...: -IAR, -IAL, -IENCE, -ION, -IOUS, -IUM, etc. 
b) suffixes beginning with <e> + V + ...: -EA, -EAN, -EAR, -EOUS, etc.  
c) suffixes beginning with <u> + V + ...: -UAL, -UIT, -UOUS, -UENCE, etc.  
 
Exercise 5.9 Stress on syllable preceding the suffix I (-ION rule) 
Indicate the syllable which carries the stress in the following words and mark exceptions 
(EXC.). Underline all neutral suffixes. 
 
1. ha'bitually   5. cou'rageous   9. i'dea EXC 

2. Cali'fornia   6. re'lationship  10. 'ocean 

3. consti'tution  7. 'television EXC  11. 'spiritual EXC 

4. 'influence   8. im'patient   12. pe'culiar 

       

Exercise 5.10 Stress in complex words I 
Indicate the primary stressed syllables in the words below. Underline neutral suffixes, indicate 
exceptions (EXC.) and use the letter “L” for words, in which the “-ION” rule applies.  
 
1. kanga'roo   5. a'ssiduous L  9. Euro'pean EXC 

2. dis'tinction  L  6. suffra'gette   10. barri'cade  

3. indi'vidualism L  7. per'fectionism L  11. Peki'nese 

4. 'childishness  8. instan'taneous L  12. 'pedigree EXC 

 



 
Exercise 5.11 Stress on syllable preceding the suffix II 
There are other groups of suffixes, which, although they do not belong to the extended “-ION” 
family, trigger stress on the syllable immediately preceding the ending.  

 The following one-syllable suffixes lead to the placing of stress on the penultimate (i.e. 
next to the last) syllable of the word (cf. Appendix IV.E / brochure p.66).  
a) the suffixes: -IC, -ICS, -ID, -IT 
b) the verbal suffix -ISH 

 The following two-syllable suffixes lead to antepenultimate stressing (antepenultimate = 
the 3rd syllable of a word counting back from the end; cf. Appendix IV.F / brochure p.66) 
a) the suffixes -ETY, -ITY 
b) the verbal suffix -IFY 
c) the suffixes -GRAPHER, GRAPHY, GRAPHIST 
d) the suffixes -LOGER, -LOGIST, -LOGY 
Indicate the syllable, which carries the stress in the following words and mark exceptions 
(EXC). Underline all neutral suffixes. 
 
1. dis'tinguish 5. 'classicism 9. ex'hibit 

2. eco'nomics 6. 'politics EXC 10. bi'ologist 

3. in'sipid  7. fra'ternities 11. 'Arabic EXC 

4. a'strologer 8. so'ciety 12. ge'ography  

 
 
Exercise 5.12 Stress on the penultimate syllable and neutral suffixes 
a) Indicate the place of stress in the following words. Write EXC. after the exceptions.  
 
1. ecoˈnomic   4. ˈcatholic EXC.  7. indiˈvidual 

    ecoˈnomicAL      caˈtholicISM      indiˈvidualISM 

2. exˈpression   5. acˈcomplish   8. ˈpolitics EXC. 

    exˈpressionLESS acˈcomplishMENT poˈliticAL 

3. ˈrhetoric EXC  6. ˈgracious   9. ˈpyramid EXC 

     rheˈtoricAL ˈgraciousLY pyˈramidAL 
 
b) Derive a new word by adding a neutral suffix to each of the nine words and mark the 
stressed syllable. Note: the suffix -AL is neutral when following a stress-imposing ending. 
 
c) What do you observe concerning the behaviour of exceptions in -IC, -ICS when a neutral 
suffix is added? 
 
The addition of a neutral suffix regularizes the exceptions of the suffixes -IC and –ID 
and the stress now falls on the syllable preceding the stress-imposing suffix (i.e. 
ˈcatholic, but caˈtholicISM, etc.). 
 



 
Exercise 5.13 Stress in complex words II 
Indicate the primary stressed syllables in the words below. Underline neutral suffixes and use 
the letter “L” for words, in which the “-ION” rule applies.  
 
1. laundeˈrette   6. baˈlloon   11. refuˈgees 

2. exˈtinguisher  7. psychoˈlogically  12. pictuˈresque 

3. ˈmedium L   8. orniˈthologist  13. satisˈfaction L 

4. peculiˈarity   9. radiˈography  14. exˈplicitly 

5. lemoˈnade   10. amˈbiguous L  15. phoˈnetics 

 
Note: Secondary stress is not longer part of the programme (exercises 5.14 & 5.15) !! 
 
Revision Chapter 5 
 
Exercise 5.16 Stress in polysyllabic words: Revision I 
Read the following lists of words out loud, and indicate the primary stress.  
 
Note: when assigning stress to words in English remember rule of thumb:  
always look first for a neutral ending (which has no influence on stress placement); 
then check for any stress-imposing suffixes;  
if there are none, apply the regular stress pattern. 
 

Neutral suffixes are underlined; L = suffixes belonging to the extended -ION rule; 
other stress-imposing suffixes indicated as such. 
 
1. ˈnation L  natioˈnality -ITY ˈnationhood L 

2. soˈciety -ETY sociˈology -LOGY socioˈlogical  -IC 

3. ˈhuman  humaniˈtarian L huˈmanity -ITY 

4. ˈperson   persoˈnality -ITY personifiˈcation L 

5. ˈmanage (Verb) ˈmanager  ˈmanagement 

6. maˈterial L  materiaˈlistic -IC maˈterialism -L 

7. ˈpublic -IC  puˈblicity -ITY publiˈcation -ION 

8. elecˈtrician L eˈlectric -IC  elecˈtricity -ITY 

9. obˈjecting (Verb) an ˈobject (Noun) obˈjection L 

10. ˈsenselessly senˈsational L  sensiˈtivity -ITY 


